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• MEMORY is used in a system for storing binary 
data.

• It is characterized by : 
• how many locations it contains and 
• how many bits per location it can hold.

• Memories are classified as : K x N devices, 
• K is the number of locations, N is the number of bits 

per location 
(16 x 2 would be 16 locations, each storing 2 bits).
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Semiconductor Memories



 ROM : Read Only Memory
 RAM  :- Random Access Memory 

(Read/Write memory)
 Static memory - data stored are retained 

permanently.
 Dynamic memory - data are not 

permanently stored and must be refreshed 
periodically.
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Semiconductor Memories



 ROM has static memory. 
 Basic ROM is mask programmable.
 Has address decoder to access data.
 4x2 ROM (4 locations , 2 bits per location)
 16x1 ROM? 
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What if I wanted to implement: F(A,B,C, D) and   G (W,X,Y, Z)

These are two INDEPENDENT functions – they use 
DIFFERENT inputs!

Note that the variables are different.  I could use two different 
memory devices  (need 32 locations total between the two 
devices):
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Implementation can be INEFFICIENT



What if I wanted to use only a single memory device???
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Most of the locations are 
wasted because I have to 
repeat the G function for 
every F input.

Went from 32 locations to 
256 locations!!!
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Implementation can be INEFFICIENT (cont…)



• To implement N functions of  the same K 
variables, need a memory with 2K locations and 
N bits per location  (use one address line for 
each variable, use data out line for each function).

• Memory is not efficient at implementing wide 
functions (functions with lots of input variables) 
or multiple functions with different inputs.
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Implementation of functions using Memory
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16 x 4 ROM 

Memory Expansion
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Two 16 x 4 ROM connected as 32 x 4 ROM 

Memory Expansion
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Two 16 x 4 ROM connected as 16 x 8 ROM 

Memory Expansion



 Mask ROM
 Programming using mask by semiconductor vendor

The only type that cannot be programmed by user
 Expensive setup cost
 Several weeks for delivery
 Needs high volume to be cost-effective

 PROM  (Programmable ROM)
 Vaporize (blow) fusible links with PROM programmer using 

high voltage/current pulses
 Once blown, fuse cannot revert to original state

 EPROM (Erasable Programmable ROM)
 Charge trapped on extra “floating gate” of MOS transistors
 Exposure to UV light removes charge

10-20 minutes
Quartz Lid = expensive package

 Limited number of erasures (10-100)

Word Line

Bit Line

Bit Line

Word Line

Bit Line

Word Line
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Types of ROM



 OTP ROM One Time Programmable ROM
 EPROM packaged in cheaper plastic packaging
 Cannot erase once programmed
 Used together with EPROM 

Use regular EPROM for R&D, engineers need to reprogram it
Use OTP for shipping product, consumers do not reprogram 

chips
 EEPROM  (E2PROM) Electrically Erasable PROM

 Floating gates charged/discharged electrically
 Cannot replace RAM! (slow write)
 Limited number of charge/discharge cycles (10,000)

 Flash Memory
 Electronically erasable in blocks
 100,000 erase cycles
 Simpler and denser than EEPROM
 Very popular in digital cameras, hand-phones, thumb drives, etc
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Types of ROM



 Better name should be Read/Write Memory (RWM)
 Can store and retrieve data at the same speed
 Two types:
Static RAM (SRAM) retains data in latches (while 

powered)
Dynamic RAM (DRAM) stores data as capacitor charge; all 

capacitors must be recharged periodically.
 Static RAM:
Fast
Simple interface
Moderate bit density (4 to 6 transistors per bit)
Moderate cost/bit
For small systems or very fast requirements (eg cache 

memory)
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Random Access Memory (RAM)



Dynamic RAM:
Moderate speed
Complex interface
High bit density (1 transistor cell per bit)
Low cost/bit
For large memories (eg main memory in PC, servers)

Due to power consumption in an IC the largest static 
RAM is 16K bits, thus it is used for special fast applications 
within the same computer. 

The largest dynamic RAM is 260K and hence it is used for 
normal applications.
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Random Access Memory (RAM)



Both types of RAM are volatile, meaning that 
stored information is lost when power is 
removed from the chip. 

Some computer designs provide a limited 
amount of non-volatile read/write RAM 
storage by using special low-power
(and slower) dynamic memories powered 
by re-chargeable batteries.
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Dynamic and Static Memory
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Static Memory (SRAM)


